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The competitive landscape is changing rapidly, even for connectivity

1. Traditional Competitors
The everyday competition: known, understood and (fairly) predictable.

2. Hyper-scale Digital Natives
Friend or Foe? The rapid rise of co-opetition. 

3. Enterprise ‘Do-it-Yourself’
Will customers take matters into their own hands?

Illustrative – not based on exhaustive analysis

4. ‘Maverick’ New Entrants

& the unknown!

A fast-moving threat: in many locations encouraged by government.
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Digital efficiency

Digital Division/Subsidiary Digital Solution Partner

Traditional Telco Digital Telco
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The great telco shake-up: 
From classic carrier cost-centric mindset to an impact-centric telco DNA 

Illustrative only. 4-box model inspired by IBM Research.

“a tech company”

“a multi-service operator”

Correcting course requires:
• Having an agile technology 

foundation and operating 
model;

• Transforming B2B operating 
model and digital experience;

• Finding effective partnership 
models and learning to change 
from competitor to partner 
mindset

• Making core capabilities 
accessible to others to innovate 
with (e.g. Billing, Retail, CX)
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• IT architectural transformation based on industry standards (ODA)
• Rules and data driven Open APIs enable rapid innovation
• Loosely coupled components exposing business capabilities
• Wrap legacy applications to enable controlled migration, consolidation and closure

• Data Centre Infrastructure virtualization
• Compute and Storage on demand
• Cloud Native IT (private, public, hybrid)

• The Network is becoming Software
• Network function Virtualization (NfV)
• Software Defined Networking (SDN)
• Cloud Native Network (API enabled network functions - NaaS)
• Autonomous Networks (intent, closed-loop, self-healing)

• Data Analytics
• EDW, Big Data, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence

• Extend the reach of the Telco into adjacent markets using ODA
• CaaS, ZTP and marketplaces 

• Teams with new skills 
• People, organization and culture

What is driving/enabling Digital Transformation in the market?
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Open Digital Framework is the next step for TM Forum…

To completely solve the business challenge, we need 
to look at the challenges end-to-end

End-to-End 
Knowledge, Methods & 

Tools 

Assess current state of digital

Topics

Ecosystem Management

Customer Centricity
IoE & Digital Ecosystems

Open Digital 

Architecture

Open APIs

Telecom/Media Convergence

5G
Blockchain

Virtualization

Smart City

Trust, Security & Privacy

Business Assurance

AI & Data Analytics

Digital Maturity

Open Digital Framework 
provides the blueprint for 

service providers to deliver 
intelligent operations fit for the 
5G era. This living framework 

combines the tools, knowledge 
and essential standards needed 

to transform legacy ways of 
working and to enable zero-
touch interoperability and 

ecosystem partnering.

Delivered through industry-wide, global expert collaboration
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Delivering on the ambition requires change in mindset, end-to-end
Simplification, automation and intelligence are key principles driving the change

Traditional Telco Digital Solution Partner

CSP domain

Operations
(processes & people)

BSS

OSS

Network (physical)

Digital SP domain Partner domains

AI-Enabled, Real-Time Operations
Augmented Intelligence

Cloud Native IT and Network Production 
Components

Re-usable, ‘Plug and Play’, Micro-service oriented 

Autonomous Infrastructure
5G + Edge + Data + AI

Zero-touch Partnering
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TM Forum Open Digital Architecture
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ODA – The architecture for the IT and Network ecosystem

The revolution is happening now!
Layers and closed-loops of the Autonomous Ecosystem

• We will develop the framework/blueprint/architecture for the 
management of tomorrows IT and network ecosystem

• It requires:
– Fragmentation of the architecture into loosely coupled domains

– Virtualization of the network functions within domains

– Implementation of the network functions as software components that 
expose services

– Encapsulation of the network function complexity within the relevant 
domains as a set of network services

– Automation of network function repair within the domain

– Exposure of the networks services from the domains using industry standard 
Open APIs

• It uses
– Automated closed loop control within a domain      to 

– Automated closed loop control of the network across all domains of the 
architecture

– AI, big data, cloudification and virtualization

• It delivers:
– Simplification of the management of the network

– Agile, flexible delivery of network services and resources

– Self-optimizing networks

– Self-healing networks

– Intent based operations 

– An ecosystem that goes beyond the boundary of Telco and enables digital 
transformation across many industries
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